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Introduction
Organic solar cells (OSCs) fabrication is an emerging technology for high-productivity manufacture
of photovoltaic cells using low-cost processes.1,2 Compared to the commercially available state-ofthe-art silicon technology, OSCs have been introduced relatively recently but their performances
have been steadily increasing over the past decade with record power conversion efficiencies
3-6
(PCEs) now approaching those of lab-scale amorphous silicon cells and dye-sensitized solar cells.
Furthermore, with an increasing number of scientists studying OSCs, their working principle is now
7
much better known compared to when researchers at Kodak first fabricated these devices. In fact,
OSC devices are fabricated using a simple vertical device architecture consisting of an active layer
which includes two materials, namely, the electron donor and the electron acceptor, sandwiched
between two electrodes with potentially additional charge selection layers. While electron donors
can be small molecules or macromolecules (conjugated polymers), the most widely studied
8,9
electron acceptors belong to the fullerene family. Due to their processability, a particular
attention has been given to the conjugated polymer systems, especially since the introduction of
poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) as electron donor which resulted in PCEs reaching up to 6.5%.10,11
Over the past couple of years, the PCEs of OSCs have been further improved with a new generation
of conjugated block copolymers such as PNTz4T, a quaterthiophene–naphthobisthiadiazole
copolymer.3,12,13 Be it with P3HT or PNTz4T (and other low bandgap copolymers), a particular
attention should be given to the morphology of the active layer as it controls the main device
parameters in OSCs. For instance, the short-circuit current density (Jsc) highly depends not only on
the size of the electron donor- and electron acceptor-rich domains but also on their relative
positioning with respect to the anode and the cathode. Similarly, the donor-acceptor vertical
concentration gradient, which plays a decisive role to improve the charge collection efficiency, has
a major impact on the fill factor (FF) of the devices.14,15
Some commonly used analytical techniques for OSC active layers include surface characterizations
by AFM,16 photoluminescence quenching measurements,17 or defocused electron microscopy18
which either approximate the donor and acceptor domain sizes or estimate the charge generation
efficiency. These characterizations only provide information on the bulk or surface properties of the
thin films and they cannot be used to evaluate the donor-acceptor concentration gradients in the
vertical direction (along the cross-section of the device). To do so, methods such as XPS depth
profiles have been introduced, in which the thin films are characterized in a layer-by-layer manner
following a surface characterization/etching step/surface characterization cycle.19 However,
repetitive etching of thin layers at the surface of the films often results in degradation or
morphological modification in the active layer and unreliable data. Ellipsometry and neutron
reflectometry, on the other hand, provide powerful tools to characterize the active layer
morphologies in both lateral and vertical directions.16,20 Nonetheless, these methods highly depend
on the accuracy of the models used for the fittings and how well the collected data fit with these
models. Additionally, they do not permit to directly visualize the concentration gradients formed
within the active layer. Since 2012, we have introduced an alternative characterization technique to
obtain direct visualization of the electron donor-electron acceptor vertical concentration gradient
in OSC active layer by looking at the device cross-sections with scanning transmission electron
microscopes (STEMs) equipped with energy-dispersive X-ray elemental mapping spectroscopy
(EDS).21-24
EDS, which was first applied for materials and device characterization by Fitzgerald et al. (1968), is a
powerful and yet easy to use technique for elemental analysis.25 EDS consists of detecting the
characteristic X-rays produced by each element after bombarding a sample with high energy
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electrons in an electron microscope. In fact, when coupled with a STEM, it becomes possible to
analyze the vertical compositions of thin films with thicknesses down to 30 nm. In 2012, our
pioneer study using EDS to characterize the cross-section of sequentially deposited OSCs (SD-OSCs)
demonstrated the potential of this analytical technique to obtain additional information on the
21-24
requirements for high efficiency SD-OSC fabrication.
In fact, since then, EDS has been regularly
applied to high PCE, OSCs and perovskite solar cells characterizations.26,27
Figure 7.1 displays the typical sample preparation sequence for EDS analysis where a thin slice (less
than 100 nm thick) of the samples deposited on thick substrates (e.g. glass) is cut using focused ionbeam and then placed lying down on the sample stage for analysis. In Figure 7.1, we display images
collected for a sample in which an electron acceptor-rich layer is trapped between an
approximately 30 nm thick bottom electron donor-rich layer and an approximately 10 nm thick top
electron donor-rich layer. While EDS provides direct visual information on the concentration
gradient obtained in these devices, other cross-section characterization techniques, such as SEM,
tend to overlook the thin top layer due to lack of contrast. Note that EDS is not just an imaging
technique but concentration profiles can be obtained by plotting the elemental counts against the
X (or Y) position of the scan. The sample presented in Figure 7.1 corresponds to the active layer
resulting from sequential deposition of a P3HT layer from chlorobenzene (CB) coated with the
state-of-the-art fullerene derivative (Phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester, PCBM) deposited from
dichloromethane (DCM) with the active layers annealed in air after metal electrode deposition.

FIGURE 7.1
Schematic representation of the EDS sample preparation and comparative analysis of the same sample using
SEM and EDS. Molecular structures of the electron donor and acceptor molecules used in this study

This deposition process has been introduced as a potential solution to naturally generate adequate
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concentration gradients within the active layers of regular architecture OSC devices.28 However,
our EDS results clearly demonstrate that this is not always the case and that polymer crystallinity
and molecular movement upon annealing have to be taken into account when correlating vertical
concentration gradients and device performances. In fact, in this book chapter, we will first review
our previous works which demonstrate that the vertical concentration gradient in SD-OSCs can be
tuned through mechanical process or formulation. EDS is not limited to SD-OSCs characterizations
and, consequently, studies on regular and inverted bulk heterojunction OSCs (BHJ-OSCs) with two
different donor-acceptor systems are presented focusing on correlations between device
performances and vertical concentration gradients to understand, in particular, the effects of postannealing and the solvent used for the active layer deposition.

Methods to generate the adequate vertical concentration gradients
in P3HT:PCBM OSCs
In SD-OSCs, the generation of the adequate concentration gradients relies on the fact that the
polymer electron donor (e.g. P3HT) is practically insoluble in some solvents for fullerene derivatives
(e.g. PCBM). In practice, when spin-coating a PCBM solution in DCM on a P3HT layer, a small
amount of P3HT is dissolved during the process. However, as DCM swells the P3HT underlying film,
PCBM can gradually diffuse into the P3HT network thus generating, theoretically, a vertical
concentration gradient with P3HT-rich and PCBM-rich layers, respectively at the bottom and top of
the active layer. In 2011, Lee et al. demonstrated that such a gradient can be observed in the ascast pseudo-bilayer films but that, upon annealing and the induced molecular rearrangement, BHJlike morphologies are obtained.16 In their study, they performed their analysis using neutron
reflectrometry with samples prepared by depositing the active layer on SiO2 substrates. As the
profiles obtained by reflectrometry correspond to average data over large areas, it is hard to verify
whether BHJ-like domains or multilayers (P3HT-rich and PCBM-rich layers) are formed. The EDS
cross-section in Figure 7.1 clearly indicates that it is the latter. Nonetheless, the study by Lee et al.
reveals that, although it is necessary to increase the crystallinity of donor and acceptor materials,
the annealing process is detrimental in terms of quality of the vertical concentration gradient. Here,
after presenting two different methods to form adequate vertical concentration gradients even
after annealing in SD-OSC by adjusting the polymer crystallinity and its compatibility with PCBM, we
will study the effect of annealing on the BHJ-OSC system in which the molecules are initially
deposited at the same time.
Controlling the vertical concentration gradient with amorphous P3HT in SD-OSC active layers
As polymer crystallinity plays an essential role in the positive charge (hole) transport properties in
OSCs, regioregular P3HT (RR-P3HT) is commonly used as electron donor with respect to its
29
amorphous regiorandom equivalent (RRa-P3HT). During the annealing process, a variety of
parameters have to be taken into account to understand the changes in morphology which occur
within the OSC active layer. The molecular spatial and morphological rearrangement is highly
dependent on the interactions of the active molecules (P3HT and PCBM) with the interfacial
materials and with each others. In fact, RR-P3HT and RRa-P3HT will likely interact in different
manners with PCBM as their intrinsic properties (e.g. surface free energy or solubility in DCM) can
be notably different.30,31 The common opinion on P3HT:PCBM films is that upon annealing and the
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consequent increase in crystallinity of both polymer and fullerene derivative, we observe an
increment of the degree of phase separation between the two materials. In other words, a more
amorphous polymer phase is more likely to lead to intimate mixing with PCBM thus decreasing the
amount of phase separation even after annealing.
RRa-P3HT is an amorphous material which does not crystallize even when annealed at high
temperatures. However, due to this amorphous nature and the consequent lower hole transport
properties and higher solubility in DCM, RRa-P3HT based SD-OSCs do not exhibit high
performances. From a thermodynamic point of view, RRa-P3HT should be more compatible with
PCBM as compared to RR-P3HT as the surface free energies for regioregular polythiophenes (e.g.
RR-P3HT), regiorandom polythiophenes (e.g. RRa-P3HT) and PCBM are of approximately 21, 29 and
38 mN/m, respectively. 30,31
In order to use RRa-P3HT to obtain the adequate vertical concentration gradient while maintaining
high hole mobilities in SD-OSC active layers, we therefore used the following strategy: we first
deposited RR-P3HT:RRa-P3HT blends varying the wt% of RRa-P3HT with respect to the total P3HT
weight and then, in a second step, deposited the PCBM solution from DCM on top of the blended
P3HT thin films. The resulting device performances after a post-electrode deposition annealing step
exhibit large improvements with PCE increasing from 3.1% (RR-P3HT only) up to 3.8% (15 RRa-P3HT
wt%). The fabrication process and device PCEs are summarized in Figure 7.2.21

FIGURE 7.2
Schematic representation of the RR-P3HT+RRa-P3HT:PCBM SD-OSCs and their device performances

Similarly to the PCEs, the FF exhibits a large increase with values reaching approximately 60% for 15
and 20 RRa-P3HT wt% devices. Together with the decrease in series resistance (Rs) of the devices,
this suggests that adequate donor-acceptor concentration profiles are obtained for 15-20 RRaP3HT wt% devices. Here, we used EDS cross-section characterization to analyze the correlation
between the addition of RRa-P3HT to the electron donor layer, the vertical concentration profiles
and the device performances (Figure 7.3). We can clearly observe that the P3HT layer formed at the
top of the active layer in RR-P3HT:PCBM SD-OSCs gradually disappears upon addition of RRa-P3HT.
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Up to 5 RRa-P3HT wt%, the PCBM-rich layer is still trapped between two P3HT-rich layers but in 10
to 25 RRa-P3HT wt% SD-OSCs, we can recognize the formation of a PCBM buffer layer which
gradually increases with RRa-P3HT content. Note that, while a thin PCBM layer can extremely
enhance the performances of OSCs, a thick buffer layer, on the other hand, will have a negative
effect as the distance between the donor-acceptor interface (where electrons are photogenerated)
and the cathode becomes larger. A schematic representation of the active layer profiles obtained
for the various RRa-P3HT concentrations is displayed in Figure 7.3, which confirms that the ideal
vertical concentration gradient in regular P3HT:PCBM SD-OSCs should be as follows: P3HT buffer
layer (approx. 15-20 nm) / mixed P3HT:PCBM layer with increasing PCBM content (approx. 60-80
nm) / PCBM buffer layer (approx. 15-20 nm). This ideal profile is obtained for 20 wt% of additional
RRa-P3HT which, however, displays lower PCEs compared to 15 wt% devices. This is explained by
the fact that the molar extinction coefficient of RRa-P3HT is lower than that of RR-P3HT and
consequently, the amount of photogenerated charges decreases (lower Jsc).

FIGURE 7.3
EDS elemental mapping of the RR-P3HT+RRa-P3HT:PCBM SD-OSCs and schematic representation of the
evolution of FF and Rs with respect to the vertical concentration gradient in the devices. In the EDS images,
red, green, blue and black colors indicate the aluminum (Al), sulfur (S), indium (In) and carbon (C), respectively.
The white line indicates the intensity of the S element. Figure 7.3 was adapted from references [21] and [23]
with permissions. Copyright 2012, AIP Publishing LLC. Copyright 2014, Elsevier B.V.
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Hence, achieving the ideal vertical concentration gradient while solely using RR-P3HT should lead to
higher device performances. This can be achieved by adapting the P3HT layer deposition process in
order to modify its crystallinity. For example, spin-coating the P3HT layer from higher boiling point
solvents has proven to be an efficient method to control the formation of vertical concentration
24
gradients without using RRa-P3HT. Post-deposition processes can also be applied to modify the
crystallinity of the P3HT layer by using techniques such as rubbing (results presented in the
following section). As RRa-P3HT will not be used in the rest of this book chapter, from this point,
P3HT refers to RR-P3HT.
Ideal vertical concentrations in increased polymer crystallinity SD-OSC devices
Rubbing polymer layers is a method widely used in the liquid crystal display industry as it allows for
orientation of the polymer chains which, in turn, induces epitaxial growth of liquid crystals formed
32
on these oriented templates. As polymer chain orientation favors crystalline growth, the impact
on the polymer layer crystallinity is also consequent and provides means to control the penetration
of PCBM within the P3HT network. In fact, as mentioned previously, in P3HT:PCBM SD-OSC active
layers, the adequate vertical concentration gradient is obtained prior to the annealing step but
molecular rearrangement (mainly due to P3HT crystallization) induces the formation of a P3HT-rich
layer close to the top cathode, which is detrimental for device performances as it prevents efficient
electron collection. However, if P3HT already has a high degree of crystallinity prior to annealing,
the movement of P3HT and PCBM molecules becomes more limited and therefore, the preannealing morphologies may be maintained even after the annealing process. On the other hand,
we have to keep in mind that with increasing crystallinity, P3HT becomes more resistant to DCM
and therefore, less diffusion of PCBM within the P3HT network could be expected. The P3HT films
were rubbed 0 (reference), 3, 5 and 10 times prior to PCBM layer deposition to observe the impact
of rubbing on the device performances (Figure 7.4).22

FIGURE 7.4
Schematic representation of the rubbed P3HT:PCBM SD-OSCs fabrication process and the resulting device
performances. Figure 7.4 was adapted from reference [22] with permission. Copyright 2012, American
Chemical Society.
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The photovoltaic parameters clearly exhibit a gradual increase in open-circuit voltage (Voc), FF and
PCE with increasing rubbing times. Jsc, on the other hand, increases up to 5 rubs but then
decreases at 10 rubs while the Rs constantly decreases with increasing rubbing numbers. Assuming
that crystallinity of P3HT increases with rubbing times, we should be able to observe an increasingly
adequate concentration gradient within the active layers of rubbed devices. Figure 7.5 displays the
three EDS profiles obtained for 0, 5 and 10 rubs, respectively.

FIGURE 7.5
EDS elemental mapping of P3HT:PCBM SD-OSCs with the P3HT layer rubbed 0, 5 and 10 times prior to PCBM
deposition and post-electrode deposition annealing. In the EDS images, red, green, blue and black colors
indicate the aluminum (Al), sulfur (S), indium (In) and carbon (C), respectively. The white line indicates the
intensity of the S element. Figure 7.5 was reproduced from reference [22] with permission. Copyright 2012,
American Chemical Society.

By using the EDS profiles, the correlation between the vertical concentration gradient and the
device performances can, once again, be easily understood. Similarly to the results obtained in the
previous section, the P3HT-rich layer at the top of the active layer gradually disappears upon
increasing rubbing times. In fact, unlike the addition of RRa-P3HT, here, the optical properties and
energetic levels of the donor material remain the same and therefore, it becomes relevant to
compare Jsc and Voc in addition to FF, Rs and PCEs. For instance, as the top P3HT-rich layer
disappears, the amount of reverse saturation current density (J0) will also decrease. Taking into
account the fact that Jsc in the devices does not change notably (up to around 5%), and that Voc
has a linear relationship to ln(Jsc/J0), the increase in Voc is consistent with a decrease of leak
current in the devices.33 On the other hand, the EDS images and sulfur profiles demonstrate that
up to 5 rubs, P3HT and PCBM still display a relatively intimate mixing (small domain formation due
to PCBM diffusion within the P3HT network) with a continuous P3HT:PCBM vertical gradient while
the 10 times rubbed samples display an abrupt decrease in P3HT concentration due to the lower
mixing of P3HT and PCBM in these samples. Consequently, a lower Jsc is obtained for the 10 times
rubbed films as compared to the 3 and 5 times rubbed ones. As the adequate vertical
concentration gradient is formed, a large increase in FF can also be observed with maximum values
around 60% obtained when a thin PCBM buffer layer is formed. Note that due to the lower Jsc in 10
times rubbed devices, the highest PCE for rubbed SD-OSCs is obtained for 5 rubs with average and
maximum PCEs reaching 3.81 and 3.99%, respectively.
Our results once again demonstrate that EDS can be a powerful tool to understand the
morphological evolution of P3HT:PCBM SD-OSC active layers and, in particular, select the
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conditions to obtain the adequate crystallinity of the polymer and fabricate highly efficient OSC
devices. In fact, a similar approach was recently introduced by Seok et al. using solvent additives to
obtain the adequate morphology in SD-OSCs based on a higher performing polymer:fullerene
combination.26 EDS cross-section profiles, which, up to 2015, were rarely used when characterizing
the active layer morphologies of SD-OSCs, now seem to have become a reliable analytical method
to understand the device characteristics and allowed to fabricate SD-OSCs with PCE up to 7.12%
using the high performance polymer:fullerene combination. However, this analytical technique is
not limited to the use of SD-OSCs and can also be applied to BHJ-OSCs to provide additional
information on the active layer morphology as we will see in the following sections.
Investigating the effect of thermal annealing on P3HT:PCBM BHJ-OSC performances
Unlike SD-OSCs, in BHJ-OSCs, the donor and acceptor materials are blended prior to deposition.
During the deposition process, P3HT and PCBM phase separate not only horizontally but also
vertically to generate P3HT- and PCBM-rich domains. The formation of large crystalline domains
has opposing effects on the Jsc and FF of BHJ-OSCs. In fact, large crystalline domains result in a
decrease in donor-acceptor interface and consequently, a decrease in the quantity of
photogenerated charges. On the other hand, highly crystalline domains will lead to much more
efficient charge transport which will increase the FF of the devices. The formation of large clusters
of PCBM can be easily detected using optical microscopy and constant efforts are made to optimize
the annealing conditions for an adequate balance between increased crystallinity and large domain
formation leading to enhanced device performances.34 In particular, thermal annealing is a valuable
method to control the crystalline growth through annealing times or temperatures and understand
the molecular rearrangement which occurs during this post-deposition process.34,35 Previous
studies on P3HT:PCBM BHJ-OSCs confirmed that, similarly to SD-OSCs, a particular attention should
also be given to vertical concentration gradients and that thermal annealing as well as interfacial
interactions (e.g. substrate/active layer interface) play a major role to improve device
performances.36,37 In fact, several methods to readily achieve vertical concentration gradients
either in situ or through controlled deposition and post-deposition processes were recently
introduced.15,37-39 In these studies, the vertical concentration gradient is studied using surface
analysis (top and bottom surfaces) or comparing the surface and bulk properties (GI-XRD). As it fully
probes the devices in a non-destructive layer-by-layer approach, spectroscopic ellipsometry is now
widely used as one of the preferential methods to analyze the vertical concentration gradients in
BHJ-OPV devices.20 However, spectroscopic ellipsometry largely depends on the used models and
the quality of the fittings which have to be adapted to each material to obtain reliable data and
therefore, cannot be considered as an easily implemented direct visualization systematical
analytical tool. Here, we will demonstrate how EDS can provide precise information on the vertical
concentration gradient formation and its evolution upon thermal annealing in BHJ-OSCs allowing us
to understand whether the performance improvement is related to vertical donor-acceptor
distribution.
The effects of thermal annealing and interface interactions on the P3HT:PCBM active layer
morphologies are highly dependent on each other. In fact, attraction/repulsion interactions at the
interfaces represent one of the major driving forces for PCBM redistribution within the active layer
thickness. To verify the effect of annealing on the P3HT:PCBM active layers in regular architectures,
we deposited a 120 nm thick P3HT:PCBM layer from CB and compared the EDS profiles for 3
samples on Glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS substrates (Figure 7.6):
- unannealed: spin-coated active layer without any thermal treatment
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- pre-annealed: active layer annealed prior to Al deposition (active layer/air interface)
- post-annealed: active layer annealed after Al deposition (active layer/Al interface)
Figure 7.6 summarizes the sulfur profiles observed for the active layer before and after annealing
along with a schematic representation of the sample fabrication.

FIGURE 7.6
Schematic representation of the process to fabricate P3HT:PCBM BHJ-OSCs and resulting EDS profiles
corresponding to the various fabrication steps
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In the unannealed active layer, we can clearly observe that, while the bottom part of the film
displays a rather homogeneous (flat) donor:acceptor concentration, a 10-15 nm thick PCBM-rich
layer is trapped by a P3HT-rich layer at the active layer/air interface. The electrons generated in the
PCBM-rich layer are consequently trapped below a hole-only layer which should result in a
relatively low electron extraction efficiency. During the film deposition, PCBM diffuses away from
the interface with air suggesting a higher affinity of P3HT with air. Consequently, upon annealing in
the same conditions (top surface in contact with air), the thin layer at the top interface becomes
more concentrated in P3HT and a PCBM-rich layer appears at the bottom of the film (active
layer/PEDOT:PSS interface) suggesting that PCBM has slightly more affinity with PEDOT:PSS as
compared to air.
On the other hand, once the aluminum cathode is deposited on the surface of the active layer, the
post-annealing induces a different rearrangement of the molecules along the vertical direction of
the active layer. A PCBM-rich layer is formed at the top interface with the cathode and a much
smaller drop of P3HT concentration at the PEDOT:PSS interface can be observed. In fact, the profile
obtained for the post-annealed samples demonstrate an almost adequate concentration gradient
for efficient charge extraction and therefore, higher FF from the post-annealed devices should be
expected. Figure 7.7 confirms that upon post-annealing (after Al deposition), a large increase in FF
can be observed in the devices.

FIGURE 7.7
J-V curves of unannealed and annealed P3HT:PCBM BHJ-OSCs with a regular device architecture

In fact, the formation of an adequate vertical concentration gradient not only increases the FF but
also the Voc in these devices. The Voc in the devices highly depend on the energetic levels of the
donor and acceptor molecules which may vary due to aggregate formation during thermal
annealing. However, the formation of a PCBM-rich layer at the interface with the cathode also
induces a large decrease in J0, which, in turn, increases the Voc in the devices.33,40 In fact, our
results are in perfect agreement with those previously published, in which similar device
performances were explained by observing changes at the active layer/cathode interface using XPS
measurements without, however, verifying that no other major changes could be observed within
the bulk of the active layer.40
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Although vertical concentration gradients do play essential roles in improving device performances,
enhanced FF and PCEs can sometimes be unrelated to donor-acceptor distributions. For instance, in
inverted BHJ-OSCs, no major change in vertical concentration gradient can be observed upon
annealing (Figure 7.8) but FF up to 62% are achieved in annealed devices with inadequate vertical
concentration gradients.

FIGURE 7.8
Schematic representation and EDS profiles of P3HT:PCBM inverted architecture BHJ-OSCs before and after a
two-step annealing

The increased performances upon annealing in inverted BHJ-OSCs are simply due to the fact that
PEDOT:PSS is also annealed during the active layer annealing, thus providing a much more efficient
hole collection layer. Although they do not provide a clear evidence for the device performance
improvement, the EDS profiles on unannealed and annealed active layers indicate that P3HT has a
strong affinity with TiOx. The higher device performances observed for inverted devices (FF and
PCE above 62 and 3.2%, respectively) compared to regular architectures with the adequate vertical
concentration gradient (FF and PCE of 50.6 and 2.4%, respectively) strongly suggest that even
higher performances could be obtained in inverted devices which display the adequate
concentration gradient profiles. While thermal annealing does not seem to have a positive effect, in
the next section, we will explore whether changing the interface materials (hole and electron
transporting layers) or the solvents for active layer deposition can lead to adequate vertical donoracceptor profile in PNTz4T: Phenyl-C71-butyric acid methyl ester (PC71BM) active layers.
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Correlation between fabrication conditions, concentration gradient
and device performances in high efficiency PNTz4T:PC71BM BHJ-OSC
devices
In the previous section of this chapter, we verified that EDS elemental mapping of P3HT:PCBM
cross-sections is a powerful tool to understand the increase or decrease in P3HT based OSC. This
analytical technique is not limited to the study of P3HT based systems but can be applied to
virtually any electron-donor:electron-acceptor system as long as one of the active molecules
contains at least one distinguishable atom. Recent progress in OSC has demonstrated the potential
of wide bandgap copolymers as electron-donors in both regular and inverted device
12
architectures. For instance, the PNTz4T:PC71BM combination gave PCEs as high as 8.5 and 10.1%
for regular and inverted device architectures, respectively.3,13 In fact, these device performances
are not only related to high Jsc (wide and strong absorption from the polymer combined with a
fullerene derivative absorbing in the visible) but also to extremely high FFs obtained in the devices.
Surprisingly, the highest FF is, once again, obtained for inverted device architectures in which the
active layer is deposited on zinc oxide (ZnO) coated ITO substrates even though the vertical
concentration gradient of these active layers is rather flat for inverted device architectures (PNTz4T
distributed almost homogeneously along the vertical direction). As PNTz4T is a polymer with an
extremely high crystallinity, thermal annealing of the active layer, even at relatively low
temperatures, results in large phase separation between electron-donor and electron-acceptor
domains. However, using solvents with different boiling temperature should give us the
opportunity to compare various degrees of crystallinities in the polymer:fullerene blends.
Multilayer structures in PNTz4T:PC71BM films deposited on TiOx coated ITO substrates
Here, we study the deposition of PNTz4T:PC71BM active layers on TiOx using two solvents with
different boiling temperatures, namely, CB and 1,2-Dichlorobenzene (DCB). Their boiling
temperatures are 131 and 180.5 °C, respectively. Although thermal annealing cannot be performed
on PNTz4T: PC71BM active layers, using a higher boiling point solvent induces a slower drying of the
film which should allow for the polymer chains (and fullerene derivative molecules) to arrange with
a higher degree of order provided that the polymer is similarly soluble in both solvents. As
presented in Figure 7.9, a peculiar donor-acceptor vertical concentration gradient is formed when
depositing the films from CB. The EDS sulfur profiles clearly demonstrate that a PNTz4T-rich layer is
trapped between two PC71BM-rich layers present at both the active layer top and bottom
interfaces. This represents the ideal situation for efficient electron percolation towards the bottom
cathode. However, the hole percolation to the top anode becomes highly unlikely and therefore,
relatively low FF are expected. Furthermore, due to the large phase separation into a PC71BMPNTz4T-PC71BM trilayer morphology, the amount of photogenerated charges is limited (decrease in
donor-acceptor interface) which should result in a decrease in Jsc. In fact, comparing the device
performances of these active layers deposited on TiOx “Figure 7.9” with our previous studies with
ZnO covered ITO cathodes3, we can clearly observe a decrease in Jsc from 16.2 to 13.98 mA/cm2 for
200 nm thick active layers prepared on ZnO and TiOx, respectively. The effect on the FF is even
stronger with a drop in FF value from 73.1 to 49.0% for ZnO and TiOx devices, respectively. The
drop in FF is also due to the fact that we use PEDOT:PSS hole collection layers instead of MoO3
layers to obtain data that are confrontable with the data from the regular device architectures (see
following section). Note that the EDS profiles for PNTz4T:PC71BM active layers prepared on ZnO
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exhibit a rather flat donor:acceptor vertical distribution with only a very slight gradient (slightly
more polymer towards the bottom of the film).

FIGURE 7.9
Schematic representation of the process to fabricate PNTz4T:PC71BM inverted BHJ-OSCs and resulting EDS
profiles

On the other hand, the EDS profile of the active layer deposited on TiOx from DCB displays a
multilayer structure with numerous thin alternating PNTz4T-rich and PC71BM-rich layers. Unlike the
PNTz4T:PC71BM thin film deposited from CB in which a large vertical phase separation can be
observed, the active layer deposited from DCB displays much smaller domains with no particular
preference for the fullerene to move at either interfaces. This contradicts the assumption that
longer drying times (in films deposited from DCB) will lead to larger phase separation. Our
hypothesis is that the polymer is simply more soluble in DCB as compared to CB, thus leading to
better initial mixing conditions and consequently, smaller but more crystalline aggregate formation.
In fact, the Jsc measured for TiOx DCB devices reaches an average value of 17.9 mA/cm2, which is
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even higher than the one obtained for flat vertical concentration gradient films obtained on ZnO
(with a Jsc of 16.2 mA/cm2) confirming that a higher level of intimate mixing between PNTz4T and
PC71BM is achieved. Therefore, another common assumption, namely, that alternating layered
structured are detrimental to device performances, may have to be reconsidered after closely
analyzing our samples. However, the FF of these devices remains very low in comparison to the
films deposited on ZnO as a result of a higher probability of charge recombination due to the
slightly unfavorable concentration gradient and the multilayered structure as well as the less
efficient unannealed PEDOT:PSS hole collection layer (compared to evaporated MoO3). Overall, the
slightly higher polymer concentration towards the bottom of the film suggests that, similarly to
P3HT, regular devices may provide higher FF as compared to inverted architectures. This
assumption, however, does not take into account the polymer crystallite orientation which, as
demonstrated in our previous study, plays an essential role in terms of hole transport to the anode
and explains the higher FF obtained in inverted architectures using ZnO covered ITO substrates.
Comparison between continuous vertical concentration gradients and multilayered structures in
PNTz4T:PC71BM regular architecture devices
Figure 7.10 exhibits typical EDS profiles obtained for active layers deposited on PEDOT:PSS layers
from either CB or DCB. Similarly to inverted structures using ITO/TiOx cathodes, rather than the
boiling temperature of the solvent, the effect of the polymer solubility can be clearly observed. For
the thin films deposited from DCB (in which both the polymer and the fullerene derivative are
highly soluble), the sulfur profile confirms that a continuous decrease in PNTz4T concentration can
be observed along the vertical direction in the cross-section of the device. The active layer
deposited from CB also contains a higher concentration of PNTz4T close to the PEDOT:PSS
underlying layer with, however, the formation of some alternating PNTz4T-rich and PC71BM-rich
layers. As these donor- and acceptor-rich domains still contain a fairly large amount of the other
material, percolation can still occur but in a less efficient way as compared to the continuous
profiles obtained for active layers spin-coated from DCB. In both cases, the top and bottom parts of
the active layers (interfaces with the LiF/Al anode and ITO/PEDOT:PSS, respectively) contain a
higher concentration of PC71BM and PNTz4T, respectively, which should lead to efficient charge
extraction properties at the interfaces. This is well reflected in the FF of the devices with a slightly
higher average value obtained for DCB devices in comparison with their CB counterparts.
Additionally, these two layers formed at the interfaces remarkably reduce the leak currents (J0)
which is well correlated with the increase in Voc observed for regular device architectures as
compared to the inverted devices presented in the previous section.
Interestingly, for both regular and inverted structures prepared in this study, the devices prepared
from CB exhibit a Voc value which is approximately 13 mV higher to those prepared using DCB
based solutions. This slight change in Voc may be due to slightly different molecular organization of
the polymer chains obtained in both cases. In fact, as observed by Osaka et al., in PNTz4T solutions
prepared in CB, as the polymer is barely soluble at room temperature, the absorption spectra of
the solution at room and high temperatures display a large shift.12 This is typically ascribed to a
change in interchain interactions with the red shifted spectrum (room temperature) corresponding
to polymer aggregates in solution while chains dispersed in the solution (high temperature) are
reflected by the blue shifted spectrum. These measurements suggest that the polymer chains are
already in an aggregated state before the spin-coating process starts in the case of CB. The EDS
profile support the assumption that the polymer is more soluble in DCB as a layered structure is
formed in CB while DCB active layers display a much smoother profile. In crystalline structures, as
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charges can delocalized on a wider scale, the HOMO and LUMO of the organic semi-conductors will
be stabilized which may slightly increase the HOMODONOR-LUMOACCEPTOR gap, a value closely related
to the Voc. The more crystalline PNTz4T obtained in regular device architectures when the active
layers are spin-coated from CB therefore leads to a Voc of 751 mV which, together with the high Jsc
generated from the large donor-acceptor interface in the CB devices (alternating donor-/acceptorrich layers) results in average PCEs of 8.5%. Although the adequate profile obtained in devices
coated from DCB produce a higher FF, the lower Voc and Jsc (compared to CB devices) lead to a
slightly lower average PCE of 8.3%. Concentration profiles can therefore help us to understand and
explain various aspects of the device performances. However, all the device parameters cannot
always be explained only by using EDS cross-section profiles. In fact, using PNTz4T:PC71BM active
layers in inverted device architectures (ITO/ZnO/ PNTz4T:PC71BM/MoO3/Ag), FFs and PCEs over 70
and 10%, respectively, have been obtained. The increase in performances compared to our regular
devices was not related to the formation of an ideal donor-acceptor concentration gradient but to
the formation of a face-on/edge-on crystallite concentration gradient. Although EDS can precisely
reflect the materials concentration in the various parts of the thin films, it cannot be used to obtain
direct information on the crystallinity and crystallite orientation of the molecules involved.
Therefore, to completely understand the various active layers studied by OSC scientists, a
combination of analytical techniques are required. Our work confirms that EDS can be one of these
analytical techniques which should be systematically applied to active layers and especially,
recently introduced donor-acceptor systems for which reliable data on the vertical concentration
gradients has not yet been presented.

FIGURE 7.10
Schematic representation of the process to fabricate PNTz4T:PC71BM regular BHJ-OSCs and their EDS
schematic profiles
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Conclusion
In summary, we have studied the active layer cross-sections of various OSC devices using EDS
elemental mapping to understand the influence of the process on the formation of a vertical
concentration gradient. Furthermore, the studies introduced here allowed us to correlate these
vertical concentration profiles with the device performances, in particular, using P3HT:PCBM and
PNTz4T:PC71BM active layers which correspond to the state-of-the-art and recently introduced high
efficiency materials’ combination, respectively. A particular attention was given to the evolution of
the FF using a variety of processes ranging from simple thermal annealing to mechanical processes
such as rubbing.
In fact, our experiments on P3HT:PCBM SD-OSCs confirmed that, upon thermal annealing of active
layers using the common deposition process, the adequate vertical concentration profile is not
obtained. However, it can be obtained by either adding amorphous P3HT to the electron-donor
layer (increasing the miscibility of the polymer with PCBM) or by rubbing it (blocking the diffusion
of molecules during thermal annealing). The devices with the adequate vertical concentration
gradients showed remarkable increases in both FF and PCE reaching values of approximately 60
and 4%, respectively.
In BHJ-OSCs, we further observed the effect of annealing before and after cathode deposition. The
active layer deposited on a PEDOT:PSS layer is therefore annealed either with a top air or aluminum
interface. With the latter, we could observe the formation of a PCBM-rich layer at the top of the
active layer which reduces the reverse saturation current leading to increases in Voc and FF.
To obtain high performing OSC devices, completely understanding the morphology of the active
layer is absolutely necessary. From our previous study, we have demonstrated that the molecular
orientation concentration is favorable to inverted device architectures. However, by the usual
deposition processes (spin-coating), adequate vertical donor-acceptor gradients are hardly
obtained in inverted architectures. Here, we understood that alternating donor-rich and acceptorrich domains may not necessarily be detrimental to the FF in the devices. Much higher FF and PCE
could be expected if both the adequate crystallite orientation gradient and donor-acceptor
gradient are achieved in newly introduced polymer-based OSCs. To verify whether these conditions
are met, we believe that EDS elemental mapping represents a valuable analytical tool to
understand which processes could be used for the fabrication of OSCs with PCEs over 15%.
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